
Maloof’s Rule #4 of Bioinformatics
plus

Common Problems and Solutions



Maloof Rule # 4

• Do NOT trust the computer
• Be suspicious of results that look too good (or too strange)
• Corollary: the computer is stupid



Example: Be Skeptical
• Exercise 11b: Use a for loop that builds on the command from 11a to 

count the number of unique hits in each file. 

|  Algorithm   |   Time    | Number of Unique Hits |
|:------------:|:---------:|:---------------------:|
|  megablast | 0m16.054s |          500          |
| dc-megablast | 0m28.169s |          500          |
|    blastn | 0m20.736s |          500          |



Exercise 8: Consider the host species listed for the hits. 
Remembering that our samples came from a human 
patient, which hosts are most evolutionarily distant? Could 
the viruses generating these hits still have come from the 
patient sample
• Many people answered this with Rhinolophus sinicus
• What about Streptococcus pneumoniae and Staphylococcus aureus ?



How can I be sure my html is good on Github?
• We are now requiring that you knit your .Rmd to .html
• If you click on the .html file on github you get a mess
• How to confirm your file is okay?
• On github, click on the file, and then click raw.
• Then: 

• Copy the URL from the browser bar and paste it into https://htmlpreview.github.io/
OR
• Save the raw file to your computer (give it a .html extension) and open the downloaded 

file in your browser.

https://htmlpreview.github.io/


Problem



Solution
1. “/home” is not your 

home directory
2. “/home” is the home to 

everyone's home 
directory



Problem 



Solution
1. Capitalization matters when 

entering file names
2. When in doubt use TAB-

completion, if TAB can’t find it 
check your path



Problem



Solution
1. Make sure you are in the right 

directory
2. Make sure the files you need 

have the correct path and exist
3. TAB COMPLETE



Problem
Where is the Git tab?



Solution Load your project by clicking here 
and selecting the appropriate 
project



Problem



Solution
1. Always make sure to load the 

libraries you will need
2. The simplest solution is to load 

them at the top of your Rmd



Problem



Solution

Any objects called in your Rmd file 
must be created in your Rmd file



Problem



Solution 1. File paths must be surrounded by 
quotation marks



So, when do I quote in R?

• In R, generally quotes are used to enclose literal text
• If there are no quotes, R will look for an object of that name
• So, quote file paths, text for comparison or searching, etc.
• Don’t quote object names
• Don’t quote column names in the tidyverse



Problem 



Solution 1. File names must be exact
2. Use TAB-completion to be sure



Problem



Solution 1. If you use the absolute path, it must 
start with “/”



Read the Error messages!



Problem



Solution
“=“ is used to assign a 
value to an object
“==“ is used to compare 
two objects



Problem



Solution
1. If you run this line multiple times it will add 

Seq_H to selected.seqs each time
2. Recreate selected.seqs if you want to remove 

the additional Seq_H entries
3. When knitting, this will not be an issue as 

each line is only ran once



Problem



Solution
Once you install a package or download a file, 
there’s no need to reinstall or download each 
time you run/knit your code. Comment the 
commands out to save time



Problem



Solution
Not all R libraries are stored 
in CRAN

Some require additional 
steps to install



Overall Takeaways

• Be skeptical
• Know your working directory
• Check file paths
• Use tab complete
• Inspect your objects
• Read error messages


